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QUESTION 1

You are designing a complex SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project that uses the Project Deployment model. 

The project will contain between 15 and 20 packages. All the packages must connect to the same data source and
destination. 

You need to define and reuse the connection managers in all the packages by using the least development effort. 

What should you do? 

A. Copy and paste the connection manager details into each package. 

B. Implement project connection managers. 

C. Implement package connection managers. 

D. Implement parent package variables in all packages. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a Master Data Management (MDM) solution for a company by using Microsoft SQL Server
Integration Services (SSIS), SQL Server Master Data Services (MDS), and SQL Server Data Quality Services (DQS).
You have an MDS model named Geography that contains the entities described in the following table. 

You define a domain-based attribute in the State entity that references the CountryRegion entity. You define another
domain-based attribute in the city entity that references the State and CountryRegion entities. A single derived hierarchy
named Geography supports navigation between the CountryRegion, State, and City levels. Subscription views exist for
all entities. The subscription views have the same name as the entity on which they are based. 

You initialize each entity member. New City entity members are imported daily based on customer city values in a
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) database. The CRM database is a SQL Server relational database. When
new cities are imported from the CRM database, the state codes must be standardized to those already defined in the
State entity. 

In the CRM database, sales managers and assigned to countries/regions. A sales manager may be assigned to one or
more countries/regions. A country/region may have one or more assigned sales managers. The CRM database contains
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a table named ManagerCountryRegion that stores a row for each manager-country/region relationship. 

You create the following MDS users and map each user to an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) user account:
User1, User2, and User3. Both User1 and User2 belong to the Explorer functional area. 

Users must be able to complete the tasks described in the following table. 

You need to configure the City entity to meet User1 and User2 access requirements. What should you do? 

A. Set the Approval Required property to True for the City entity. 

B. Set the transaction Log Type Property to member for the City entity. 

C. Publish a business rule for the City entity which starts a workflow. 

D. Set the value of the Enable Change tracking property to true for the Code attribute of the City entity. 

Correct Answer: C 

Changes made by a business rule bypass the approval. 

In Master Data Services, a business rule is a rule that you use to ensure the quality and accuracy of your master data.
You can use a business rule to automatically update data, to send email, or to start a business process or workflow. 

In Master Data Services, you can use change tracking groups to take action when an attribute value changes. Use
change tracking when you don\\'t know what the new value will be, but instead want to know if any change occurred. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: In Master Data Services, the administrator can set an entity to Approval Required. All the changes on this entity
would require one of the entity administrators to review and approve the changes. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/master-data-services/business-rules-master-data-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/master-data-services/approval-required-master-data-services 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that implements a Type 3 Slowly Changing
Dimension (SCD). 

You need to add a task or component to the package that allows you to implement the SCD logic. 

What should you use? 
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A. a Data Conversion component 

B. an Execute SQL task that executes a MERGE statement on the database 

C. a Merge component 

D. an Expression task 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: Type of Slowly Changing Dimensions Slowly Changing Dimensions are categorized into three types named: Type
1, Type 2, and Type3. The Type 1 SCD does not maintain the history of changing attributes, it overwrites values of the 

attributes. Type 2 maintains historical values for changing attributes. Type 3 that we do not use much maintains
separate columns for changed attributes. SSIS SCD wizard supports both Type 1 and Type 2. 

Using MERGE instead of SCD wizard Replacement of SCD wizard with MERGE is not a straightforward technique. If
the SCD has both Type 1 and Type 2 types attributes, they need to be handled separately. 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series. 

Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are developing a Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. 

You need to ensure that the packa 

ge records the current Log Sequence Number (LSN) in the source database before the package begins reading source
tables. 

Which SSIS Toolbox item should you use? 

A. CDC Control task 

B. CDC Splitter 

C. Union All 

D. XML task 

E. Fuzzy Grouping 

F. Merge 

G. Merge Join 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5
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You are designing a data warehouse for a fresh food distribution business that stores sales by individual product. It
stores sales targets by product category. Products are classified into subcategories and categories. 

Each product is included in only a single product subcategory, and each subcategory is included in only a single
category. 

The data warehouse will be a data source for an Analysis Services cube. 

The data warehouse contains two fact tables: 

Correct Answer: B 
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